
PetSafe
®

 WireleSS MaPPing fence

Quick Start Guide

If you have any issues, please feel free to contact our Customer Care Center at either www.petsafe.net or 1-800-732-2677.

Proper training of your pet is essential to the success of the PetSafe® Wireless Mapping Fence. Please read the Training Guide.

Refer to the important safety 
information in the manual.

Fully charge the Receiver 
Collar.

Test the Transmitter location 
before mounting it to the wall.

Position Transmitter to read the 
PetSafe® logo straight on and 
not sideways.

Do not mount Transmitter 
within 5 feet of large metal 
surfaces such as refrigerator, 
metal shelves, or washer/dryer.
See installation requirements in 
operating guide for complete list.

Place Boundary Flags at least 
15 feet from the street.

Each boundary flag must 
be located between 15 and 
90 feet from the Transmitter.

Each boundary flag must 
have a unique radial line to the 
Transmitter and cannot cross 
over another flag or block 
another flag.

Place each boundary flag 
between 3 feet and 5 feet 
apart, depending on the 
distance from the Transmitter.

Maximum number of Boundary 
Flags the system can accept is 
128 flags.
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test the transmitter 
location before 

mounting to 
the wall. Final 
mounting after 

step 3. set and 
test the 
Warning 

Zone.
test the corner Boundary Flags 

and conduct a Boundary scan test. 
if the scan is successful, place the 
Boundary Flags for programming.

Warning 
Zone

install fully charged 
receiver collar with the 
arrow on the receiver 
Mounting Bracket 
pointing toward 
the Petsafe® 
logo on the 
receiver 
collar.

align the 
receiver collar 

arrow in a direct 
line away from the 

transmitter location, 
program the Boundary 

   in a clockwise direction. 



Layout SampLeS

Full boundary Partial boundary: Backyard only Partial boundary: Front yard only, 
using fence as boundary

Partial boundary: Majority of yard, 
using lake as boundary

Each Boundary Flag must have a unique radial 
line to the Fence Transmitter and cannot cross 
over another flag or block another flag. The 
boundary must go clockwise. The arrow on 
the Receiver Collar mounting bracket MUST 
point AWAY from the Fence Transmitter. The 
PetSafe® logo MUST face the dog’s chin.

An unlimited number of pets can be added to the system and the same boundary as 
long as they are wearing a PetSafe® Wireless Mapping Fence Receiver Collar model 
number PIF00-13652. To program a unique boundary for separate Receiver Collars, 
follow all of the same programming guidelines as the first Receiver Collar outlined in 
the Operating Guide.

add-a-pet

pLeaSe viSit uS onLine at www.petSafe.net
Fence transmitter 
is located inside 
the home.400-1655

requires minimum 
of 10 programmed 

Boundary Flags.

requires minimum 
of 10 programmed 

Boundary Flags.

requires minimum 
of 10 programmed 

Boundary Flags.

requires minimum 
of 40 programmed 

Boundary Flags.
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